
This wine pays tribute to Michel Lynch, a name that is inextricably linked with the 
great wines of Bordeaux.
It has passed through the hands of a renowned winemaking team. Organic wine 
crafted from carefully selected grapes, it contains as little sulphur as possible, 
and has an environmentally-friendly packaging that minimises its carbon footprint.
Michel Lynch is an elegant and fruit-forward wine, a perfect reflection of its rich 
terroir, one of the most prestigious in the world.

Vintage conditions

A mild and rainy winter, a particularly hot month of February and the summer 
weather in the beginning of spring, the bud break occurred early. The intense frost 
episode during the nights of April 7 and 8 caused historic damages to the entire 
French vineyard. The vegetative cycle was very disturbed but hope is reborn 
with the counter-buds which restart in the last week of April thanks to milder 
temperatures. The very wet month of June created millerandage and coulure 
phenomenon, limiting again the harvest potential. Great vigilance in the vineyard 
allows the grapes to mature in good sanitary conditions despite a complicated 
climatology.
Thanks to the cool summer the aromatic precursors of Sauvignon was preserved. 
Harvested at the beginning of September, the first juices are very expressive and 
show great liveliness.

Tasting notes

The 2021 vintage has a beautiful pale color with green reflections and presents 
a very expressive nose with aromas of verbena, exotic fruits and a slight note of 
pear.
On the palate, the wine is rich and luscious and reveals a pleasant tension. The 
finish is very aromatic, enhanced by a nice bitterness and a lot of freshness.

Grape varieties

90% Sauvignon Blanc, 10% Sémillon

Michel Lynch Bio
Organic Wine - White 2021
12%
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Salad of endives, pear & cheese
Scallops & leeks


